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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report is to access the completeness of the toxicological data provided from Flexible Solutions regarding the Heat$avr product. Heat$avr is designed to decrease evaporation of water from swimming pools to decrease water usage and provide energy efficiency.

2.0 DISCUSSION

Two factors are important in evaluating the safety of Heat$avr used in public swimming pools. The first is to evaluate the effects Heat$avr may have on the disinfection chemicals in swimming pools. The second involves evaluating the toxicological effects Heat$avr may have on individuals (adult and children) swimming within the pool. Based on information provided by Flexible Solutions, Ltd the typical use patterns do not present a potential for chronic exposures and therefore the safety review has been confined to the potential for acute (< 4 hours) exposures only.

In the independent study performed by Aqua Science (study provided by Flexible Solutions) results showed that Heat$avr did not interfere with water sanitizing parameters. This study was well designed, they took multiple samples over several weeks and measured critical water and sanitizing chemical parameters regarding the effect Heat$avr has on pool sanitizing chemicals.

To evaluate the toxicological effects Heat$avr may have on individuals exposed during swimming pool use, studies were performed by accredited laboratories to simulate exposure conditions. These studies were well designed and included, skin and eye irritation; repeated eye and skin exposure. These tests were conducted at 50 times the expected swimming pool exposure levels. Eye and dermal irritation studies
provided, suggests that Heat$avr was found to be non-irritating to the eyes and skin under acute exposure conditions.

Assessing the exposure concentration of Heat$avr ingredients is equally important in conducting safety assessments. Concentration of Heat$avr in the swimming pool will differ from the exposure concentration that adults and children will receive during normal swimming use. The independent test carried out in California in 2001 showed that concentration levels in a maintained pool should be below levels that would present an acute safety concern.

3.0 CONCLUSION

This assessment is based on a review of literature and data provided by the manufacturer augmented by outside literature found by our staff researchers. However, this review confirms the following:

1. The studies provided would suggest there to be a low probability of skin or eye irritation under acute exposure conditions.

2. The product appears to have no deleterious effect on chlorine based sanitizers when used in accordance with manufacturers use instructions in a pool.

3. There is reason to believe that the primary constituents are either food/pharmaceutical grade which have prior sanctioning for use as a direct food additive.

Recommendations:

1. That Flexible Solutions maintain a dialog with The Toxicology Group, LLC (TTG) that includes providing TTG with copies of any future testing undertaken or literature that may be found.

2. That the Heat$avr MSDS be upgraded to reflect any new data as it is generated.